Did you know that the first issue of *Organic Gardening* magazine came out in 1942? It was edited by J.I. Rodale, who popularized the term "organic" and founded a publishing company well-known for many organic gardening titles. The Lloyd Library has many of these early issues, continuing through the magazine's most recent title, *Rodale’s Organic Life*.

---

**Gardeners Who Inspire Photo-Sharing Event**

The Lloyd Library invites you to share print and digital images of gardeners at a photo-sharing reception, *Gardeners Who Inspire*, held at the Lloyd Library on June 1. Festivities are free and open to the public, and will feature refreshments and prizes, along with the opportunity to view the Lloyd’s exhibition, *Garden to Table*. Get started sharing your pictures now on Instagram, tagging @LloydLibrary or hashtagging #gardenerswhoinspire #Lloydgardens. For more information, click [here](#).

---

**2018 Fellowship Recipients Announced**

The Lloyd Library & Museum announces the 2018 recipients of the Curtis Gates Lloyd Fellowship, which provides funds for research at the Lloyd Library. Fellowship recipients develop projects that bring wider awareness and original perspectives to the history and use of plants. Congratulations to this year's recipients, Kell & Frey, Heather Chacón, Frieda Wiley, and Cole Imperi.

---

**Hibiscus Fizz, Anyone?**

Have you ever drunk a shrub? No, not the kind of shrub that grows in a yard.
This kind of shrub is a fruit-based craft cocktail first made popular in Colonial America. Queen City Shrub will be on hand mixing and serving a variety of shrubs at the Gardeners Who Inspire opening reception on June 1 at the Lloyd. Flavors include Hibiscus Fizz, whose flavor comes from the hibiscus flower, pictured at left.

For a complete calendar of upcoming events, click here
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The Lloyd Library will be closed Tuesday, May 22 at 11 a.m. for strategic planning and
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